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Schroders 
Monthly markets review 
Overview of markets in February 2015 
Highlights: 

– Global equities delivered positive returns in February, helped by a rebound in oil prices, better economic 
data from Europe and an easing of concerns over Greece.  

– US equities gained although economic releases were mixed. Investors focused on stronger real wage 
growth figures, which added to optimism that the economic recovery can regain momentum.   

– Eurozone equities were boosted by improving data releases and optimism ahead of the start of the 
European Central Bank’s (ECB) quantitative easing programme. In the UK, the FTSE 100 surpassed its 
previous closing peak. 

– Japanese stocks gained strongly though economic data was mixed with strong industrial production 
figures but weak consumption data.  

– Emerging markets made positive returns but lagged developed markets. Russian equities were strong as 
oil prices recovered and a ceasefire agreement was reached in Ukraine. Turkey lagged due to concern 
over the independence of the central bank.  

US  

The S&P 500 snapped back 5.7% in February, in part undoing the previous month’s disappointing showing but 
also reflective of growing hopes for the US economic recovery. News from the Department of Commerce 
(DOC) that retail sales again disappointed in January, and that the Conference Board’s consumer confidence 
index had retreated from a seven-and-a-half year high, failed to dent the market mood. Investors instead 
focused on improving real wage growth figures within another forecast-busting non-farm payrolls report. 
 
The ‘risk-on’ mood was reflected in a strong performance from cyclical sectors with retailers and technology 
stocks performing particularly well in anticipation of the US consumer-led recovery regaining lost momentum. 
Investors looked through a downward 2014 fourth-quarter GDP revision and shrugged off rising expectations 
for a US interest rate increase mid year. DIY group Home Depot was one of the stand-out retail performers 
after announcing better-than-expected fourth-quarter results, while General Motors’ fourth-quarter figures also 
exceeded expectations.  
 
Mixed housing market data, with news from the DOC that both single family home starts and home sales 
dropped in January, was largely ignored. Instead investors focused on the potential for a tightening labour 
market and improved wage growth to add new impetus to the housing market later in the year. Investors were 
more prone to focus on news from the National Association of Realtors that pending home sales rose 1.7% in 
January, and supporting the view the DOC’s fall in home sales could be partly explained by the poor weather 
in the northeastern US. 
 
Cloud and enterprise software specialist Salesforce.com lifted 2015 sales forecasts alongside its fourth-
quarter results, soothing fears of a slowdown in business investment. Worries here had in part been the cause 
of January’s negative market sentiment. The DOC also reported core durable goods orders bounced back 
0.3% in January, reversing declines of the previous two months to support the view of improved business 
confidence. 

Eurozone  

Eurozone equities enjoyed another month of strong gains, aided by improving economic data as well as 
optimism over the ECB’s forthcoming sovereign bond-buying programme. The MSCI EMU index returned 
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7.3% in February. An easing of worries over Greece also supported equity gains, as did news of a ceasefire 
agreement between Russia and Ukraine. 
 
Eurozone GDP expanded by 0.3% in the fourth quarter of 2014, a faster pace than the 0.2% growth in the 
third quarter. The European Commission upgraded its growth forecasts for the eurozone to 1.3% from 1.1% 
for 2015 and to 1.9% from 1.7% for 2016. Flash purchasing managers’ index (PMI) data for February showed 
the eurozone composite index at 53.5, a seven-month high. Preliminary inflation figures showed improvement 
at -0.3% month-on-month for February vs -0.6% the month before. Pay deals in Germany also helped to ease 
worries over deflation with the country’s largest union, IG Metall, agreeing a 3.4% pay rise. German exports 
were up 3.7% year-on-year in 2014 and reached a new all-time high.  
 
There was a change in sector leadership with financials the top performer in February after being the main 
laggard in January. Economically-sensitive sectors such as consumer discretionary continued to perform well 
while the energy sector drew support from the recovery in oil prices. By contrast, the more defensive utilities 
and consumer staples sectors underperformed. Peripheral markets fared best with the Italian stockmarket one 
of the top regional performers.  
 
Elsewhere, negotiations took place between the new Greek government and creditors over the country’s 
bailout. The impact on the broader eurozone was limited and fears of “Grexit” receded towards month-end as 
a compromise was reached to extend the rescue programme for four months. Outside the eurozone, the 
Swedish central bank cut its main repo rate to -0.1% amid concern over the threat of deflation. Denmark’s 
central bank lowered its deposit rate to -0.75% to defend the krone’s peg against the euro.  

UK  

UK equities performed strongly in February, with the FTSE 100 surpassing its previous closing high of 
December 1999. Mining companies did particularly well as heavyweights Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton both 
announced better-than-expected results, driven by larger-than-anticipated capital expenditure cuts. The major 
oil companies also bounced as the price of crude recovered and the benchmark FTSE All-Share finished the 
period up 3.7%. 
 
Merger & acquisition activity continued to feature, with the market reacting well to news from BT that it had 
agreed to buy wireless network EE for £12.5 billion. Can maker Rexam received a bid from US rival Ball 
Corporation, while its fellow in the general industrials space, DS Smith, announced plans to acquire Vienna-
based corrugated packaging peer Duropack. 
 
Indeed the industrials sector performed well across the board against the backdrop of improving 
macroeconomic data in the eurozone. The result was a stellar run in the FTSE 250 (+6.0%) as the mid caps 
outperformed large caps by a large margin, the FTSE 100 trailing with a 3.3% advance. 
 
By contrast the market’s UK domestically-focused constituents returned a mixed performance. General 
retailers lagged, with white goods retailer AO World publishing a notable profit warning. Meanwhile the house 
builders performed well, buoyed by strong final and half-year results respectively from FTSE 100 constituents 
Persimmon and Barratt Developments. 
 
Rising expectations that the Federal Reserve could soon pull the trigger on rate rises set the tone for the UK 
bond market, with gilts selling off in tandem with US Treasuries. The knock-on effect on the utilities sector was 
clear to see, with a monthly loss reversing some of 2014’s stellar gains. 

Japan  

The Japanese stock market rose strongly throughout February, with the TOPIX Index registering a rise of 
7.7%. The currency weakened by 4.3% against sterling, to reduce the return to a UK-based investor. 
However, most of this move occurred in the early part of February and there were actually some encouraging 
signs that the recent excessive correlation between the stockmarket and the currency may be weakening. 
 
Sector leadership switched abruptly in February. The market was led upwards by strong gains in all financial 
and real estate sectors which had previously lagged for many months. With hindsight this may appear to have 
been triggered by a rise in bond yields but, in reality, this move has barely registered on longer term charts. 
Meanwhile, defensive stocks such as foods and pharmaceuticals tended to underperform while airlines, 
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utilities and rubber products (mainly auto tyres) all fell in absolute terms despite the overall strength of the 
market. 
 
These changes were accompanied by an unusual pattern of investor activity. Foreign investors were net 
sellers into the market rise during early February, in a reversal of the usual trend. In contrast, trust banks have 
emerged as net buyers, with the natural assumption being that this reflects an increased allocation to domestic 
equities by public pension funds. 
 
Economic data released in February was very mixed. Industrial production showed a stronger-than-expected 
recovery in January, after some disappointing numbers in recent months. The labour market data was itself 
mixed, with a slight rise in the unemployment rate, although labour market conditions remain undeniably tight. 
There was further disappointment on consumption with retail sales showing a larger-than-expected decline 
even after allowing for the impact of lower gasoline prices.  

Asia (ex Japan)  

Asia ex Japan equities finished February in positive territory to rack up a second consecutive month of gains 
as expectations of further easing measures in China continued to provide support for equities. Chinese 
equities gained strongly despite weaker economic data that saw HSBC’s widely-watched January 
manufacturing PMI contract for a second consecutive month as it came in at 49.7, just below the 50 level that 
separates growth from contraction. Weaker trade data also served to heighten expectations that authorities 
would introduce further measures to support growth in the world’s second-largest economy. January inflation 
dropped to a five-year low, with consumer prices rising only 0.8% year-on-year, sparking more calls for 
stimulus measures to counter deflationary pressures in the economy.  
 
In Hong Kong, equities fell slightly on profit-taking as well as on concerns that the government would introduce 
further cooling measures in the property market. Over the strait in Taiwan, the market gained strongly over the 
month on the back of the island’s technology sector as strong momentum for Apple suppliers continued to 
support sentiment. Fellow exporter Korea saw its market finish the month slightly up on hopes of an imminent 
rate cut to help improve its export competitiveness.  
 
In ASEAN, the Indonesian market was the big winner as it advanced after an unexpected interest rate cut by 
the central bank while the Philippines also gained on positive momentum following its economy’s robust 
growth figures. Thailand also finished up with renewed hopes of a rebound in consumption and private 
investment in 2015. Meanwhile, Indian stocks notched up another month of gains in February as investor 
expectations for groundbreaking reforms were high in the lead-up to the government’s first full budget. 

Emerging markets  

Emerging markets posted positive returns but the MSCI Emerging Markets index underperformed the MSCI 
World in February. Emerging European equities delivered the strongest performance. Tentative signs of an 
improvement in the situations in Greece and Russia, following a ceasefire agreement in Ukraine and 
perceived progress in Greece/euro bloc negotiations, underpinned positive returns. Russian equities and the 
rouble experienced a significant rebound given signs of stabilisation in the price of crude and seemingly 
successful peace talks with Ukraine, which has the potential to precipitate an easing in Western sanctions. 
The rouble strengthened by 12.5%. Greece also outperformed amid a highly volatile trading period which 
produced a series of wide swings as politics drove the local market. Encouraging signs that a four month 
bailout extension would be agreed towards the end of the month sent stocks higher. Turkey was the regional 
laggard as political interference undermined the credibility and independence of the central bank. Ahead of 
June’s general election, President Erdogan called on the central bank to lower rates, despite inflation 
remaining above target. The central bank eventually cut rates by 25bps to 7.5%, with the prime minister 
expressing disappointment that the cut was not larger.    
 
Emerging Latin American markets posted solid returns. Mexico was the best market with consumer names 
leading the market higher. Walmart de Mexico in particular performed well after releasing robust Q4 results 
and raising its dividend. In economic data, GDP growth of 2.6% year-on-year and retail sales growth of 2.4% 
year-on-year were in line. Colombia was the regional laggard amid ongoing concerns over the impact of 
measures implemented to offset the loss of oil revenues.  
 
The majority of emerging Asian markets registered positive returns, but lagged the benchmark. Taiwan was 
the strongest country; economic data was largely positive with 4Q GDP increasing 3.4% year-on-year, exports 
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up 3.4% and manufacturing PMI reaching 51.7. China outperformed, in what was a shortened trading period 
owing to the Lunar New Year. Macroeconomic readings remained lacklustre, notably a PMI print of 49.8, amid 
ongoing speculation that the authorities may move to provide further support (a rate cut was announced post 
month-end). Korea delivered a marginally positive return but underperformed, with large index stock Samsung 
Electronics posting a negative return.  

Global bonds  

In February, rising confidence in global economic progress was reflected in numerous major equity indices 
striking historic highs. In bond markets, Fed Chair Janet Yellen reiterated that a rate rise should not be rushed, 
but investor focus was on the other Fed members’ more hawkish tone. Sovereign yields in the US and the UK 
rose steeply. Where policy accommodation continues to be actively loosened – as in Japan and Europe – 
sovereign yields remained at relative lows.  
 
The 10-year US Treasury yield rose from 1.64% to 1.99% and the 10-year UK gilt yield rose almost 50bps 
from 1.33% to 1.80%. In the eurozone, the prospect of quantitative easing continued to weigh on the region’s 
sovereign yields, offsetting any potential policy tightening in the US. The 10-year Bund yield was almost 
unchanged, rising by 3bps to 0.33%. The Italian 10-year rate meanwhile, fell from 1.59% to 1.33% and the 
Spanish equivalent fell from 1.42% to 1.26%.  
 
High yield corporate bonds strongly outperformed investment grade bonds in February1. The investment grade 
BofA Merrill Lynch Global Corporate Index fell by 0.52% while the global high yield bond index rose by 2.41%. 
Euro investment grade corporate bonds provided positive returns while dollar and sterling investment grade 
indices fell. However, the partial recovery of the oil price – rising 3.2% in the month – helped US high yield 
bonds advance ahead of the positive returns from both euro and sterling equivalents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Investment grade bonds are the highest quality bonds as determined by a credit ratings agency. High yield bonds are 
more speculative, with a credit rating below investment grade. 
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Overview: total returns (%) – to end of February 2015 
 1 month 12 months 
Equities  EUR USD GBP EUR USD GBP 
MSCI World  6.54 5.91 2.92 33.54 8.45 17.60 
MSCI World Value 6.12 5.49 2.52 30.61 6.07 15.02 
MSCI World Growth  6.95 6.31 3.32 36.39 10.77 20.12 
MSCI World Smaller Companies  6.83 6.19 3.20 27.14 3.25 11.97 
MSCI Emerging Markets 3.73 3.11 0.21 29.77 5.39 14.28 
MSCI AC Asia ex Japan 2.51 1.90 -0.97 37.51 11.67 21.10 
S&P500 6.38 5.75 2.77 42.23 15.51 25.26 
MSCI EMU 7.28 6.64 3.64 18.15 -4.05 4.05 
FTSE Europe ex UK 6.67 6.03 3.05 19.42 -3.02 5.17 
FTSE All-Share  7.37 6.73 3.72 19.87 -2.66 5.56 
TOPIX* 6.47 5.84 2.86 34.89 9.55 18.80 

 
 1 month 12 months 
Government bonds  EUR USD GBP EUR USD GBP 
JPM GBI US All Mats -1.17 -1.76 -4.52 29.54 5.20 14.08 
JPM GBI UK All Mats -1.06 -1.65 -4.42 27.60 3.62 12.37 
JPM GBI Japan All Mats** -1.80 -2.38 -5.13 8.26 -12.08 -4.66 
JPM GBI Germany All Mats -0.17 -0.77 -3.56 10.32 -10.41 -2.85 
Corporate bonds  EUR USD GBP EUR USD GBP 
BofA ML Global Broad Market Corporate 0.12 -0.48 -3.28 23.39 0.21 8.67 
BofA ML US Corporate Master  -0.27 -0.87 -3.66 31.03 6.41 15.40 
BofA ML EMU Corporate ex T1 (5-10Y) 0.90 0.30 -2.53 11.23 -9.67 -2.05 
BofA ML £ Non-Gilts  0.74 0.14 -2.68 26.75 2.94 11.62 
Non-investment grade bonds  EUR USD GBP EUR USD GBP 
BofA ML Global High Yield  2.99 2.38 -0.50 21.65 -1.21 7.13 
BofA ML Euro High Yield  2.12 1.52 -1.34 6.16 -13.79 -6.51 

Source: DataStream. Local currency returns in February 2015: *7.71% **-0.65%. Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance and may not be repeated. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up 
and investors may not get back the amounts originally invested. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of any 
overseas investments to rise or fall. 
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